CITY OF LOCKPORT
HERITAGE & ARCHITECTURE COMMISSION MEETING
AGENDA
TUESDAY, APRIL 19, 2022
CITY HALL, 3RD FLOOR, BOARD ROOM

6:00 PM

1.

CALL TO ORDER

2.

ROLL CALL

3.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
February 15, 2022 Heritage & Architecture Meeting Minutes

4.

CASES TO BE HEARD
2022 – H003
Certificate of Appropriateness (COA) for Restoration of the building
located at 1000 S. State Street (historically known as The Opera House)

5.

CHAIRMAN’S REPORT

6.

STAFF REPORT

7.

CITIZENS TO BE HEARD

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

9.

PUBLIC COMMENT

10.

ADJOURNMENT

City of
Lockport

Lockport: City of Historic Pride
Community Development Center,

222 E. 9th Street, Lockport, Il 60441-3497

Steve Streit, Mayor
Kathleen Gentile, City Clerk
David H. Payla, Treasurer
Sonni Williams, City Attorney
Ben Benson, Administrator
Phone (815) 838-0549

Fax (815) 588-0111

HERITAGE AND ARCHITECTURE COMMISSION MEETING MINUTES
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 2022 @ 6:00 PM
BOARD ROOM
222 E. 9TH STREET
LOCKPORT IL 60441
MEMBERS PRESENT:

T. PINN, D. STILWELL, N. ARRIAGA, R. LIF, M. KAIRIS
(COUNCIL LIAISON)

MEMBERS ABSENT:

B. MOLONY, T. ALVES

STAFF PRESENT:

K. PHILLIPS, CITY PLANNER
L. THIES, DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY AND ECON DEV.

1) CALL TO ORDER:

The Meeting was called to order by Chairman T. Pinn at 6:00 P.M.

2) PREVIOUS MINUTES:

January minutes were approved 4-0.

3) CONTINUED CASES:

None

4) NEW CASES:
Case No. #2022-H002 –SEEKING APPROVAL OF A CERTIFICATE OF
APPROPRIATENESS FOR A NEW DOOR AND WINDOW TO BE LOCATED AT 109 E.
9TH STREET
The Commission heard a request for a new storefront window and door to be located at 109 E.
9th Street. Staff presented the item to the Commission. The Commission expressed concern
regarding the proposed glass door being a very “contemporary design” and not consistent with
the era of the building. The building’s original door was a solid door having a lower panel
with decorative trim. The building was constructed between 1891 and 1899 with an Italianate
Architectural style (which typically had solid wood doors without separate window lights,
very similar to the “Klunk Building” on State St.). The Commission members agreed that the
appropriate replacement should be a solid door with decorative lower panel to match the
adjacent panel (below the window). Ideally a wood door is the most desirable, however, a
light steel/fiberglass door with wood texture was found to be an appropriate yet affordable
option for the applicant. One member added that the neighboring residential door (for 107
address which leads to the 2nd floor apartments) should match the commercial door (subject
door) in style and height-- should it be replaced. The Commission recommended that the
storefront window replacement (with aluminum frame) have a “raised” trim (versus the
proposed contemporary trim that was “flush” with the window) which would be more
appropriate of the era. The Commission approved the request with the condition that the
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applicant shall work with City Staff to provide a solid door w/ decorative lower panel and a
storefront window with raised trim. MOTION TO APPROVE WITH ONE CONDITION
TO WORK WITH STAFF FOR A SOLID DOOR WITH PANEL AND WINDOW WITH
RAISED TRIM, BY D. STILWELL 2ND BY N ARRIAGA. MOTION CARRIED 4:0. ITEM
PASSED
5) CHAIRMAN’S REPORT: Chairman inquired about the item that was tabled from the January
agenda (Amazing Fantasy projecting sign.) Lance Thies replied that the applicant is working with
staff and the item will return for further consideration (future date to be determined).
6) STAFF REPORT: Staff informed the Commission that a request for Landmark Status was
received by the CED Department for a residential property located within the RO Residential
District, possible application could be forthcoming.
7) CITIZENS TO BE HEARD:
8) MISCELLANEOUS:
9) ADJOURNMENT: MOTION TO ADJOURN AT 6:30 P.M. BY B. MOLONY AND 2ND BY
R. LIF - MOTION CARRIED 4-0.
____________________________
Chairman,
Date
____________________________
Recording Sec.
Date
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City of Lockport

Community & Econ. Development Dept.

222 E. 9th Street · Lockport, Illinois 60441
Phone 815-838-0549 · Fax 815-588-0111

Heritage and Architecture Memorandum

Case #2022-H003

TO:

Heritage and Architecture Commission

FROM:

Kimberly Phillips, City Planner

DATE:

April 13, 2022

SUBJECT:

Certificate of Appropriateness (COA) for Restoration of the Building located at
1000 S. State Street (Historically Known as The Opera House)

I. SUMMARY/REQUEST
The applicant, One Thousand State Street, LLC, is requesting a Certificate of Appropriateness
to rehabilitate the building located at 1000 S. State Street back to its original state (exterior
appearance) from 1882. The proposal includes masonry restoration, masonry replacement,
window replacement (back to the historic window style), new roof top deck, new brick stairwell
tower, new cornice, and storefront improvements. A written narrative of the project and proposal
has been submitted with the application that includes some historical background for the
building, historic photographs (pictorial evidence), and a detailed project overview.
II. GENERAL INFORMATION
1)
2)
3)
4)

Applicant/Owner:
Location:
PIN Number:
Parcel Size:

One Thousand State Street, LLC.
1000 S. State Street
11-04-23-327-001-0000
Approximately 12,800 sf

III. OVERVIEW
The subject property is located on the southeast corner of State Street and 10th Street. The
original limestone building was constructed in 1882 and was known as the Opera House. During
the 1950’s the opera theater was modified with the addition of a third floor which, along with the
second floor, had been converted into small office spaces. The remodel dramatically changed
the character of the building. The original decorative cornice was removed and the original (twostory tall) arched windows were changed and a portion filled in. The large elegant windows were
replaced with smaller rectangular shaped windows. During that time, an addition was
constructed onto the rear of the building which looks remarkably different from the original
limestone building as it is comprised of brown brick and white vinyl siding.
The building was damaged by a fire that occurred in July 2021. Subsequently, the building was
sold to a new owner who intends to restore the building back to its original design. The interior
of the building was severely damaged with some exterior damage to the roof and windows. The
proposed exterior work is part of an extensive renovation project for the overall building.
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Street Level Photo’s

Photo from Google Earth Facing East

Photo from Google Earth Facing West
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IV. OVERALL SUMMARY
The applicant intends to retain the original historic character and replace original and missing
features with the use of traditional and modern materials, where appropriate. The rehabilitation
includes the removal of the 1950’s interior 3rd floor to return the building to its original 2 level
arrangement. The repairs are designed to accommodate new uses such as an restaurant on the
first floor and event space on the second floor with a roof deck above the existing roof level.
The basement level will be used for a discrete “speak-easy” lounge and storage.
On the west and north elevations, the existing windows will be removed from the second and
third floors and replaced with new larger windows that are nearly identical in size, shape and
detailing to the original (2-Story high) windows. The arches over the windows will be recreated
out of cast glass fiber reinforced concrete, which is a cementitious composite material reinforced
with glass fibers cast in thin shell shapes for construction. The product has a high flexural
strength. The exterior stone and interior brick and concrete masonry units that had been added
to fit the smaller windows will be removed. The brick crown that is located at the top of the
building on both the west and north facades will be replaced with new limestone which is more
consistent with the original design and building height.
The west elevation work includes the installation a new cornice with trim and ornamental finials
that will be constructed from Azek and Fypon Wood Composite Material. The plywood paneling
that covers the original storefront will be removed to expose the original store front. The
storefront windows, consistent with the original sizing, will be recreated and new doors will be
installed. The original cast iron Doric Columns will be cleaned and refinished to their original
state and the original stone walls will be power washed and tuck-pointed using a type “N”
mortar, compatible with the stone.
Furthermore, the windows located in the addition will be covered with a “2-story pane of glass”
which are reflective of the size of the windows on the original building but given the vintage of
the building they are in, are not replicating them to allow the historic structure to stand alone.
The brick will be stained and the vinyl siding will be removed and replaced with Hardie Board
beveled siding with a 5” exposure. A new brick stair tower will be added on the southeast corner
of the building.
According to the narrative, a rooftop deck will be constructed above the roof. The deck will be
set back from the perimeter of the building to eliminate its visibility from the ground. Sight lines
from both 10th Street and State St are shown in the section drawings. The applicant is aware of
the visibility of the west stair tower from northbound State St and is working with the Building
Department to identify alternative ways to minimize or eliminate the appearance while still
meeting fire safety/egress requirements.
V. ANALYSIS
The City refers to the Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings by the Secretary of the
Interior as a model process for property owners and developers to follow. The guidelines are
intended to assist in applying the standards to projects generally. However, The Commission
provides a case-by-case determination and gives case-specific advice in preserving the historic
character for each unique building.
The applicant is seeking federal and state historic tax credits as a part of the funding strategy for
the project as well as City of Lockport façade and code compliance grants. In order to be
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certified for state and federal tax purposes, a rehabilitation project must be reviewed and
approved by the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) and the Federal Secretary of the
Interior via the National Park Service (NPS). The applicant has been coordinating with the State
Historic Preservation Office on the design and construction methodologies to date. The
Commission should note that it is likely that SHPO and the NPS will require design
modifications above and beyond what the Commission will require. This will likely cause
changes between what you grant a COA for and the final constructed product. The SHPO
architects are extremely well-versed in the architectural detailing of projects such as this, which
should provide additional assurance to the Commission that the project will meet or exceed their
expectations.
Staff has reviewed the Secretary of Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for
Rehabilitating Historic Buildings. The following sections were selected based on the relevance
to the scope of work for the project overall.
Design for Missing Features
The cornice, finials, long windows, and arches will be re-established with this project as these
original features are missing. According to the Rehabilitation Guide, when an entire exterior
feature is missing, it no longer plays a role in physically defining the character of the building
unless it can be accurately recovered in form and detailing through the process of carefully
documenting the historical appearance. Where an important architectural feature is missing, its
recovery is always recommended in the guidelines as first or preferred course of action. If
adequate historical, pictorial, and physical documentation exists so that it can be reproduced,
the new feature based on such information is appropriate. The applicant has provided
supporting documentation for the cornice, windows and front storefront detailing that has
informed the proposed design.
Masonry
The existing masonry will be cleaned (by power washing) and then tuck pointed. The Elevations
reference the following: “Rake back joints ¾ inch and tuck-point with Type N Mortar”. The
Rehabilitation Guide establishes that the longevity and appearance of a masonry wall is
dependent upon the size of the individual units and the mortar. The building is constructed of
limestone which has been used throughout the history of American building construction.
Historic mortar was generally quite soft, consisting primarily of lime and sand with other
additives. After 1880, Portland cement was usually added resulting in more rigid and nonabsorbing mortar. While masonry is among the most durable of historic building materials, it is
also very susceptible to damage by improper maintenance or repair techniques and harsh or
abrasive cleaning methods. Recommendations from the Standards include the following:
 Retaining and preserving masonry features that are important in defining the overall
historic character of the building such as walls, brackets, railings, cornices, window
architraves, door pediments, steps, and columns.
 Protect masonry by providing property drainage so that water does not stand on flat,
horizontal surfaces.
 Cleaning masonry only when necessary to halt deterioration or remove heavy soiling.
 Cleaning masonry surfaces with the gentlest method possible such as low pressure
water and detergents, using natural bristle brushes,
 Avoid high pressure water cleaning methods that will damage historic masonry and
mortar joints.
 Repair masonry walls and other masonry features by repointing the mortar joints where
there is evidence of deterioration such as disintegrating mortar.
 Replace in kind an entire masonry feature that is too deteriorated to repair.
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Window Replacement
The elevations show that the second and third floor windows will be removed along with the
stone that was infilled to fit between the current double hung windows. They will be replaced
with aluminum clad wood windows with 1 1/8” simulated divided lights and 1” insulated glass
with vinyl brick mold to match the historic window size and shape. An aluminum flashing is
shown on the section. Recommendations from the Standards include the following
 It is recommended, when designing and installing new windows when the historic
windows (frame, sash and glazing) are completely missing, that the replacement
windows may be an accurate restoration using historical documentation or be a new
design that is compatible with the window openings and the historic character of the
building.
 It is not recommended to introduce a new design that is incompatible with the historic
character of the building.
 Replace in kind an entire window that is too deteriorated to repair using the same design
details.
 On certain buildings, (especially large buildings) aluminum windows may be a suitable
replacement for historic wooden sash provided wooden replacement are not practical
and the design detail of the historic windows can be matched. Historic color duplication,
custom panning, incorporation of either an integral mullion or 5/8” deep trapezoidal
exterior mullion grids where applicable, retention of the same glass to frame ratio
matching the historic reveal, and duplication of the frame width, depth, and such existing
decorative details such as arched tops should all be components in aluminum
replacements for use on historic buildings.
Storefronts
The proposed design seeks to replicate, within current energy standards, the historical
composition of the storefront. The existing plywood façade will be removed, the historical
columns cleaned and a new storefront glass system, matching the historical size and proportion,
installed with wood doors and a re-established metal beam (the existing wood one has rotted)
above the storefront to support the upper floor stone and windows.
The storefront is usually the most prominent feature of a historic commercial building. Although
the storefront does not extend beyond the first story, the rest of the building is often related to it
visually through a unity of form and detail. Planning should always consider the entire building;
window patterns on the upper floors, cornice elements, and other decorative features should be
carefully retained in addition to the storefront itself.
According to the Rehabilitation Guidelines, the earliest extant storefronts in the U.S. dating from
the late 18th and early 19h centuries, had bay or oriel windows and provided limited display
space. The 19th century progressed with the enlargement of display windows as plate glass
became available in larger units. The use of cast iron columns and lintels at ground floor level
permitted structural members to be reduced in size and further enlarged display areas.
Recommendations from the Standards include the following:
 Identifying, retaining, and preserving storefronts—and their functional and decorative
features such as display windows, signs, doors, transoms, kick plates, corner posts, and
entablatures. The removal of inappropriate, non-historic cladding and other later
alterations can help reveal the historic character of a storefront.
 Protect and maintain masonry, wood, and architectural metals which comprise
storefronts through appropriate treatments such as cleaning, rust removal, paint
removal, and reapplication of protective coating systems
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It is not recommended to remove or radically change storefronts—and their features
which are important in defining the overall historic character of the building,
It is not recommended to change the storefront so that it appears residential rather than
commercial in character
It is recommended to repair storefronts by reinforcing the historic materials. Repairs will
also generally include the limited replacement in kind – or compatible substitute
materials.
When designing and constructing a new storefront when the historic storefront is
completely missing, it may be an accurate restoration using historical, pictorial, and
physical documentation or be a new design that is compatible the size, scale, material,
and color of the historic building.
It is not recommended to create a false historical appearance

Doors
The proposed design replicates, to the greatest degree possible based on photographic
evidence and current energy code requirements, the main façade entrance, relocating it from
the current corner locations back to the center of the building and maintains the steel columns
that frame the window and door proportions. The West Elevation shows new wood doors with
1” insulated tempered safety glass. The north doors are secondary in nature, both today and
historically, and will serve as means of egress.
The Rehabilitation Guide states that entrances are quite often the focus of historic buildings,
particularly on primary elevations. Doors, steps balustrades, pilasters, and entablatures, can be
extremely important in defining the overall character of a building. Usually entrances were
integral components of a historic buildings design, for example: The Greek Revival entrance
had Doric or Ionic columns that echoed the architectural elements and features of the larger
building. Recommendations from the Standards include the following::
 Repairing entrances by reinforcing the historic materials. Repair will also generally
include the limited replacement in kind—or with compatible substitute material.
Additions for the New Use (Decks)
A rooftop deck is proposed. The deck is consistent with the guidelines and is setback from the
perimeter of the building. Sight lines are shown on the building sections. Per the Guide, when
designing additions to roofs such as decks and terraces when required by the new use, they
should be inconspicuous from the public right-of-way and do not damage or obscure characterdefining features. The method of construction of the proposed seating area should not alter the
character or the integrity of the building. The applicant will work with the Building Department to
find a visual solution for the southwest stair that minimizes or eliminates its appearance from
State Street. It is required because of the seating capacity of the roof deck.
Building Interior
Interior plans are provided in the design package and show both floors as large open spaces,
consistent with the historic use of the Opera House. The first floor is planned as a restaurant
with the second floor serving as a banquet facility similar to the Public Landing restaurant.
Recommendations from the Standards include the following:
 An interior floor plan, arrangement and sequence of space, and built-in features and
applied finishes are individually and collectively important in defining the historic
character of the building.
 Buildings are defined not only by their features and finishes, but by the size and
proportion of the rooms themselves—purposely created to be the visual attraction or
functioning “core” of the building.
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Care should be taken to retain the essential proportions of the primary interior spaces.

VI. RELEVANT PLANS
Historic Preservation Plan – The subject property is located in the Primary Zone Aas part of the
State Street commercial district. Architecturally, this zone is composed primarily of traditional
American party wall “street-front structures”. The front facades (west and east sides of State
Street) are of primary focus in this zone.
The Historic Preservation Plan provides that the block (along State Street) has good street
definition at this corner, but breaks down center block. 1000 S. State Street is classified as
having “dominant” elements which are dominant sources of Lockport’s Historic Character.
Specific to this building, the Plan references the upper façade which is visually important and
there is a large expanse of masonry and suggests that this is a “visual resource.” However,
visual problems are present, including an enamel/plywood storefront that is inappropriate, an
aluminum canopy (that has been removed), and a hanging sign (also removed).
VII. RELEVANT SECTIONS OF LOCKPORT MUNICIPAL CODE
Review by this Commission is required per §150.27(A), “Permits for construction, removal,
significant alteration or demolition within the Historic Preservation District shall not be issued by
the Building Department without having first obtained a certificate of appropriateness from the
Heritage and Architecture Commission.”
VIII. ATTACHMENT(S)
 Architectural Plans/Elevations
 Historic Photographs
 Written Narrative
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Orbis Architects, Inc.
432 E 14th Street

Lockport, Illinois 60441

815.673.9400

March 17, 2022
Kimberly Phillips
City Planner
Heritage and Architecture Commission
Lockport, Illinois 60441

Re: 1000 S. State St. Restoration,
Lockport, Illinois
Dear Kimberly,
The following is a narrative describing the proposed restoration of the building at 1000 S. State
Street, Lockport, Illinois:
In 1882 the 2 story structure at 1000 S. State was completed as The Opera House. It was the
most spectacular building in Lockport.
In the 1950s the building was remodeled into offices. The grand cornice was removed, the
spectacular 2 story tall arched windows were removed, the opera space was hacked up by adding
a third floor and the second and third floor were converted to tiny office spaces.
Our proposal is to restore the building back to what it looked like in 1882. The cornice will be
recreated using composite materials like Azek and Fypon. The small windows will be removed
along with the stone infill between the second and third floor windows and new windows will be
installed matching the original 2 story tall windows. The flamboyant arches over the windows will
be recreated out of cast glass fiber reinforced concrete. On the first floor, all of the plywood
paneling covering the original store front will be removed and the original cast iron doric columns
will be cleaned and refinished. All of the existing original stone walls will be power washed and
tuck-pointed using a type N mortar compatible with the stone.
The 1950s addition in the back of the building will get new windows, with a 2 story plane of glass
attached 6” off the façade referencing the 2 story windows on the original building. The existing
brick will be stained. And the existing vinyl siding will be removed and replaced with Hardie Board

beveled siding with a 5” exposure. A new brick stair will be added on the South East corner of the
building.
On the roof, a multi-level roof deck will be added. The deck will be held back from the perimeter
of the building to minimize its visibility from the ground. The handrails and guard rails will be
glass, also to minimize their visual impact from the exterior of the building.
Inside, the first floor will be an upscale restaurant, the second floor will be an event space for
weddings, concerts, parties, etc.. The roof top deck will serve the restaurant and the event space.
The basement will be a discrete speak-easy and storage.
Thanks,
Bob

Robert Morris, AIA, President
Orbis Architects, Inc.

1000 S State St.
Restoration and Remodeling
March 16, 2022

Preliminary Budget
A.

B.

C.

PRE-CONSTRUCTION
Survey
Soil Borings
Land Acquisition
Permits

$0
$10,000

Sub-Total
BUILDING
Masonry Restoration
1st Floor Façade/Windows

$140,000
$70,000

2nd Floor Windows
Cornice
Stairs
Elevator
Roof
Remodeling 1st Floor
Remodeling 2nd Floor
Remodeling Basement
Kitchen
Sprinkler System
Toilet Rooms

$70,000
$50,000
$80,000
$200,000
$250,000
$75,000
$400,000
$150,000
$200,000
$150,000
$150,000

Sub-Total
SITE
Pavement
Landscaping

$10,000

$1,985,000

Sub-Total
FURNISHINGS

$0

D.

Sub-Total
CONTINGENCY

$0

E.

$99,250

F.

G.

Sub-Total
FEES
Architecture
Civil Engineering
Printing
Sub-Total
TOTAL

$99,250
$59,550

$59,550
$2,153,800

